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Abstract: Recently, two simple criteria were proposed to assess if vacua emerging from
an eective scalar eld theory are part of the string \landscape" or \swampland". The
former are the vacua that emerge from string compactications; the latter are not obtained
by any such compactication and hence may not survive in a UV completed theory of
gravity. So far, these criteria have been applied to inationary and dark energy models.
Here we consider them in the context of solitonic compact objects made up of scalar
elds: boson stars. Analysing several models (static, rotating, with and without self-
interactions), we nd that, in this context, the criteria are not independent. Furthermore,
we nd the universal behaviour that in the region wherein the boson stars are expected to
be perturbatively stable, the compact objects may be part of the landscape. By contrast,
in the region where they may be faithful black hole mimickers, in the sense they possess a
light ring, the criteria fail (are obeyed) for static (rotating) ultracompact boson stars, which
should thus be part of the swampland (landscape). We also consider hairy black holes
interpolating between these boson stars and the Kerr solution and establish the part of the
domain of existence where the swampland criteria are violated. In interpreting these results
one should bear in mind, however, that the swampland criteria are not quantitatively strict.
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1 Introduction and motivation
Theoretical consistency and observational data require two epochs of accelerated expansion
to be present in a successful cosmological model: early universe ination and present day
acceleration [1{12]. It then becomes a pressing task to embed such cosmological model in
fundamental physics, in particular within a consistent theory of quantum gravity. Such
research program has been under intense scrutiny in string theory and its low energy limit
supergravity (see e.g. [13{15] for reviews), the most developed approach to quantum grav-
ity. A main obstacle is the fact that these theories require spacetime to be higher dimen-
sional. Then, in order to make contact with low energy four dimensional physics, a natural
way to conceal the extra dimensions must be found, usually via a compactication. This
compactication, however, gives rise to new problems. A most serious one is the issue of
moduli stabilization [16{24]. Another issue is the no-go theorems against accelerating and
expanding universes in simple Kaluza-Klein-type or stationary warped compactications,
with a smooth compact internal space [25{27]. Yet, despite considerable eorts, de Sitter
vacua found in string theory are, at best, meta-stable [19, 20, 28{30]. An emerging view,
at present, is that fully-stable de Sitter vacua may actually not exist in String Theory [30].
In string theory model building, on the other hand, a huge number of possibilities
exists, coming from the choice of various ingredients, including the compactication man-
ifold, background uxes and the presence of dierent types of branes. This remarkably
large space of inequivalent string backgrounds is called the string landscape [31{36]. At
present, it is unknown how to identify which, if any, particular choice among the enormous
set of possibilities, describes our universe. This large number of string vacua, together with
the inability to nd appropriate selection mechanisms, has made top-down approaches to
identify the correct vacuum unsuccessful. Consequently, the research programme towards
identifying the correct string vacuum has shifted towards a bottom-up approach over the
past decade [37]. That is, instead of starting with a ten-dimensional string theory and study
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its compactications down to four-dimensional eective theories, one starts studying four-
dimensional quantum eld theories and trying to couple them to gravity. Such \bottom-up"
approach, however, faces a key question: does any consistent looking four-dimensional ef-
fective eld theory coupled to gravity arise, in some way, from a string compactication?
If so, since string theory is a candidate for an ultra-violet (UV) complete theory of gravity,
such consistent looking eective eld theory may indeed admit a UV completion. Other-
wise, the theory may not have a UV completion as a quantum theory of gravity [37]. To
distinguish the latter from the string landscape, such class of theories is said to form the
swampland [35, 38].
It thus becomes crucial to identify a set of \swampland criteria" which identify if an
eective eld theory admits a string theory UV completion or not. A precise derivation
of such criteria is, obviously, challenging. Nonetheless, a proposal of simple and minimal
criteria for an eective scalar eld theory to be safe from the swampland was put forward
in [39{42]. These criteria enforce the absence of quantum correction and the hypothesis
that de Sitter (or suciently close to it) vacua do not exist in the string landscape, and have
been applied to various inationary models recently, see e.g. [43{60]. Although swampland
conjectures which exclude de Sitter vacua in string theory have been much discussed, little
attention has been given to examine the swampland criteria in the context of solitonic
compact objects made up of scalar elds. Our motivation for the present work is to
improve this situation.
Some scalar eld theories allow the existence of solitonic, self-gravitating, compact
objects dubbed boson stars [61, 62]. These localised lumps of energy have been widely
studied since their discovery half a century ago [63, 64]. Some boson stars have good
dynamical properties: they can form dynamically [65] and are perturbatively stable [66{68].
They have also interesting phenomenological properties: boson stars have been proposed as
black hole mimickers (see e.g. [69{71]) and dark matter candidates [72]. Their appearance
in the context of string compactications has been studied in [73, 74]. Moreover, rotating
boson stars [75, 76] belong to a larger family of solutions of a (massive, complex) scalar
eld theory coupled to gravity that contains hairy black holes | an equilibrium bound
state of a horizon with a rotating boson star, in synchronous rotation [77, 78]. Such family
of hairy black holes interpolates between the solitonic boson stars, and (in the vanishing
scalar eld limit) the paradigmatic Kerr black hole of general relativity [79].
In this work we shall apply the recently proposed swampland criteria to these compact
objects made up of scalar elds, which are vacua in some scalar eld theories. Loosely
speaking these objects may be dilute, compact or ultra-compact. The latter can bend
light into bound orbits, and in particular possess light rings. One would expect that very
compact objects may be inconsistent with the swampland criteria. We test this intuition
by considering both spherical boson stars and rotating ones, with [80] and without self-
interactions and both fundamental and excited boson stars, as well as hairy black holes.
Our main conclusion is universal: the swampland criteria only fail in the branch of solutions
which are expected to be unstable, which roughly corresponds to where they are the most
compact. Another observation is that when the solutions are ultra-compact, and thus have
the potential to be faithful black hole mimickers [81, 82], the swampland criteria may or
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may not fail: they fail for the spherical models we have analysed (all spherical boson stars)
but they are obeyed by some ultra-compact rotating boson stars. We also analyse the
swampland criteria for hairy black holes interpolating between rotating boson stars and
the Kerr solution and exhibit the region in parameter space where the criteria are violated,
which roughly correspond to the region where the scalar hair is the most compact around
the horizon. Another novel observation in this application is that the two criteria are not
independent. As a word of caution concerning all these results, the swampland criteria are
not dened as providing strict inequalities, but rather estimates. This should be considered
in interpreting the results herein.
This paper is organised as follows. In section 2 we discuss the swampland criteria. In
section 3 we present the compact objects we wish to consider and apply the swampland
criteria. In section 4 we discuss our results and their implications.
2 Swampland criteria
String theory provides a huge landscape of vacua. Such landscape is populated by consistent
low energy eective theories and is surrounded by a region where inconsistent semiclassical
eective theories live: the swampland [35, 38]. A signicant portion of eective eld theories
may fall into the swampland.
Two criteria have been proposed to test if a given conguration is safe from quantum
corrections within a consistent theory of quantum gravity [83, 84]. These are called the
swampland criteria. Following [41] and adapting to our case of interest these criteria are
the following.
Consider a theory of quantum gravity coupled to two scalar elds, i, i = 1; 2. The
eective Lagrangian, valid up to some cuto scale, reads:
L = R
2
  1
2
g@
1@
1   1
2
g@
2@
2   V (1; 2) + : : : ; (2.1)
where Planck units, Mp =
p
8G = 1, are used.
Swampland criterion 1. The range of the scalar eld has an upper bound [38, 85, 86]:
i  O(1); (2.2)
where  stands for the dierence between the maximal and minimal value of the
scalar eld.
Swampland criterion 2. There is a lower bound on the relative variation of the potential
in eld space:
jrV j
V
> c  O(1) ; (2.3)
where c is a positive constant of order 1 and one should take jrV j =
q
ij@iV @jV .
Criterion 1 signies that the scalar eld in the low energy eective eld theory is only
valid over a eld displacement [39] in Planck units, measured as a distance in the target
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space geometry. Then, scalar eld excursions in eld space are bounded. The rationale
of this criterion is that when a large distance D  1 in eld space is explored, a tower of
light modes appears with mass scale
m Mp exp ( D) ; (2.4)
where the parameter  is given by   O(1) , and Mp denotes the four-dimensional Planck
mass. These modes invalidate the above four-dimensional eective action.
The second swampland criterion is motivated by the observation that it appears to
be dicult to construct any reliable de Sitter vacua in string theory | see arguments
and no-go theorems in [37, 40]. Then, any theory with the eective action (2.1) that is
a low energy eective theory for a consistent quantum gravity theory should verify the
criterion (2.3). This has the crucial implication that the four-dimensional theory should
not admit a de Sitter solution; in other words, the value of the scalar potential at an ex-
tremum must be non-positive. Then it only allows for Minkowski or anti-de Sitter solutions
amongst maximally symmetric spacetimes. If true, this swampland criteria has profound
observational implications, namely that dark energy must vary suciently fast in time |
it is not a cosmological constant.
Let us remark that recently, a rened version of de Sitter conjecture has been pro-
posed [42] (see [87] for yet another renement). It states that either (2.3) holds or the
minimum of the Hessian is bounded
mim (rirjV )   c0 V ; (2.5)
where c0 is positive and of order one in Planck units. The rened criterion turns out to
evade several counter-examples [88{93], but a potential counter-example to the rened
version is suggested in [94]. Here we shall use the two criteria presented above.
3 Application to boson stars and hairy black holes
To apply the above swampland criteria to a class of compact objects we shall restrict
ourselves to the case of two real elds, cf. eq. (2.1), with the same mass and a specic
self-interaction. The two real elds in (2.1) combine to give a massive, complex scalar eld
  1 + i2 ; (3.1)
and the Lagrangian (2.1) becomes equivalent to
L = R
2
  1
2
g@ @ 
   V (j j) ; V (j j) = 
2
2
j j2 + 
4
j j4 ; (3.2)
with j j2 =   . We have chosen the potential to include a mass term (mass ) plus a
positive quartic self-interacting term (coupling ). For  = 0, the boson star solutions have
a maximal mass that scales as M2p =. This implies that for boson stars to achieve solar
masses the scalar eld mass must be ultralight,   10 10 eV. Although such ultralight
particles are predicted to exist in beyond the Standard Model physics, e.g., the string
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axiverse [95], they are not present in the Standard Model. The inclusion of the quartic
self-interaction changes the scaling of the maximal mass to  M3p =2 (see [96] for an
extended discussion and a list of references), making boson stars with astrophysical (solar)
masses compatible with standard model order masses for the elementary bosonic particles.
This is the main motivation to consider the potential (3.2), which, from a quantum eld
theory viewpoint, is also renormalizable.
Then the two criteria, in terms of the complex scalar eld  , become:
Criterion 1 : j j . 1 ; Criterion 2 :
 @V@j j
 1V (j j) & 1 : (3.3)
The second criterion, becomes, explicitly, in terms of the chosen potential,
 @V@j j
 1V (j j) = 2j j 1 +
j j2
2
1 + j j
2
22
& 1 : (3.4)
Thus, for the simplest case,  = 0 (no self-interaction), Criterion 2 translates into
j j . 2 : (3.5)
It follows that all solutions which satisfy Criterion 1, i.e.
j j . 1 (3.6)
will satisfy also Criterion 2 (as 	 vanishes at spatial innity for asymptotically at boson
stars or hairy black holes). In these relations, we interpret j j as the maximal variation
of the scalar eld in a given conguration.
In the general case with self-interactions,  > 0, observing that
2 >
1 + j j
2
2
1 + j j
2
22
> 1 ; (3.7)
one concludes that eq. (3.6) implies Criterion 2. Thus our analysis reduces to analysing
condition eq. (3.6). It is a novel feature of the vacua we are analysing that the two criteria
are not independent.
The dependence between the two criteria we have just described may look intriguing.
For boson stars there can be non-negligible energy due to the spatial gradient of the elds.
Then, the kinetic term of the scalar eld might be comparable to the scalar potential at
some points. Hence, it may be unclear why criterion 2 is implied by criterion 1. The
reason is that even though boson stars have a non-negligible kinetic energy, the gradient
terms always relate to the overall variation of the scalar eld. This is clearest for spherical
boson stars, where the scalar eld is a monotonic function, varying from a maximal value
at the centre to a minimum at spatial innity. Thus there are no strong oscillations of the
scalar eld that would make the overall variation of the scalar eld a bad indicator of the
gradient terms.
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Figure 1. (Left panel) ADM mass M or Noether charge Q vs. scalar eld frequency w diagram
for static spherically symmetric boson stars with a quartic self-interaction and dierent values of
the (rescaled) self-interaction coupling , where  = =2. (Right panel) Maximal variation of the
scalar eld as a function of the ADM mass for the same congurations. In both plots, the black
dots indicate where the swampland criteria start to fail, while the red squares show where the boson
stars become ultra-compact. Only fundamental states are shown (zero nodes, n = 0).
3.1 Spherically symmetric boson stars
Let us start by considering spherically symmetric boson stars. These were rst discussed
by Kaup [63] and Runi and Bonazzola [64] and were generalised by Colpi et al. [80]
for the model with self-interactions (3.2). A fundamental property of boson stars, that
allows circumventing Derrick-type arguments [97] (or virial identities) for the absence of
stable, stationary solitonic solutions in a eld theory, is the existence of a harmonic time
dependence for the scalar eld,
 = f(r)e iwt ; (3.8)
for a spherical boson star. This time dependence vanishes at the level of the energy momen-
tum tensor, due to the complex nature of the scalar eld, making the scalar eld ansatz
compatible with a static line element. This introduces a frequency, w, as a fundamen-
tal parameter of each boson star solution. Above, f(r) is a radial function obtained by
numerically solving the eld equations.
Spherical boson stars (as rotating ones) have fundamental states, for which the scalar
eld has no nodes (n = 0, where n is the number of nodes) and excited states with
n 6= 0. The latter are generically unstable [98], whereas the former have a branch of
stable solutions. This stable branch, in an ADM mass, M , vs. the scalar eld frequency
w diagram, connects the solution with the maximal frequency with the solution with the
maximal ADM mass | gure 1. Furthermore, spherical boson stars typically attain the
maximum value of the scalar eld at their centre r = 0. Thus, since the scalar eld vanishes
at spatial innity, for the swampland criterion, j j = j j(0) = f(0). This value of the
eld is given, of course, in Planck units.
In gure 1 (left panel) we show the M vs. w relation for fundamental spherical boson
stars, with various values of the self-interacting coupling (black solid lines). The typical
pattern is a spiral, regardless of the value of . As an intuition, the compactness of
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Figure 2. Same as in gure 1 but for excited states (n 6= 0) without self-interactions ( = 0).
the boson stars roughly increases along the spiral, starting from the maximal frequency
| see [71, 78, 99] for a precise plot. The black dots in the gure show the point at which
the swampland criteria start to fail, i.e. the landscape-swampland transition. Solutions
from the maximal frequency w =  up to this point, which always includes the stable
branch, obey the criteria and thus can be part of the landscape. The red squares in the
gure, on the other hand, show the point at which boson stars become ultra-compact; i.e.,
they become suciently compact to develop a light right | see also [71, 100]. Light rings,
therefore, always arise in the swampland region, rather than the landscape one. This gure
also shows the Noether charge, Q (blue dotted line), the conserved quantity associated to
the global U(1) symmetry of the complex scalar eld. It can be interpreted as the number
of scalar particles and, in units of , its comparison with the ADM mass gives a sucient
(but not necessary) criterion for perturbative instability: solutions with M > Q should
be unstable against ssion, as they have excess energy rather than binding energy. It can
be seen from the gure that the landscape-swampland transition occurs also in the region
where this ssion instability is present, except for the  = 0 case where both transitions
roughly coincide. Note, however, that generic perturbative stability is more stringent than
stability against ssion. Figure 1 (right panel) shows the same data but in a diagram where
the value of the scalar eld at the origin is plotted against the ADM mass.
In gure 2 the same type of analysis done in gure 1 is performed for excited states
without self-interactions. Even though these excited states are not expected to have a
stable branch, the pattern is similar. The landscape-swampland transition occurs beyond
the maximum mass along the spiral, and before light rings appear.
3.2 Rotating boson stars and hairy black holes
Including rotation, we observe both similar and dierent trends. In gure 3 we show the
ADM mass vs. frequency relation for rotating boson stars of the same model with  = 0 (red
solid curve). For rotating boson stars, the scalar eld has the form  = g(r; )e i(wt m'),
in a spheroidal coordinate system (t; r; ; '), where g(r; ) is a function determined by
numerically solving the eld equations | see e.g. [78] for details. In the plot we exhibit
solutions with the azimuthal harmonic index m = 1; in general there are solution for each
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Figure 3. Fundamental rotating boson star solutions with m = 1 (black solid line) in a mass vs.
scalar eld frequency diagram (in units of ). The hairy black holes exist within the blue shaded
region. The swampland criteria fail to be satised inside the darker shaded region.
m 2 Z. Again, a stable branch against perturbations is expected to exist between the
maximal frequency and the maximal ADM mass | see [78] for a discussion and references.
The landscape-swampland transition (black dot as before) always occurs well within the
unstable branch. Here, however, the appearance of the light ring (red square as before)
occurs before this transition, along the spiral. So there are ultra-compact rotating boson
stars that are still in the landscape region. This shows ultra-compactness may still be
compatible with the swampland criteria. Note, however, that for this model, such ultra-
compact boson stars are always perturbatively unstable.
In gure 3 we also show the domain of existence of black holes with synchronised
hair [77] (blue shaded region), interpolating between this family of rotating boson stars
(thick black solid line) and Kerr black holes (that exist below the thin solid line). Such hairy
black holes can be seen as a bound state of a rotating horizon with a rotating boson star, a
critical condition being the synchronous rotation between them, which allows circumventing
various no scalar hair theorems for black holes | see [101] for a review. These hairy black
holes reduce to some specic Kerr solutions in the limit of vanishing scalar eld (blue dotted
line), corresponding to Kerr black holes that can support stationary scalar clouds at the
threshold of the superradiant instability [102{106]. The domain of existence of hairy black
holes has also a limit where they become extremal, i.e. zero Hawing temperature (green
dashed line).
Our analysis shows that the domain where the swampland criteria fail are in the
\strong gravity region" at the centre of the domain of existence (dark shaded region)
and continuously connected to the landscape-swampland transition point for the rotating
boson stars.
4 Discussion and remarks
In this paper we have considered the swampland criteria recently proposed in a novel
direction: to assess if vacua describing solitonic compact objects or hairy black holes may
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be part of the swampland or the string landscape. For simplicity, we have restricted to
a model with two real scalar elds possessing the same mass and a positive quartic self-
interacting term in the potential.
Perhaps the most interesting physical observation of the analysis presented herein is
that in all boson star models studied so far, when the swampland criteria fail the solutions
are unstable. Thus all stable solutions we have analysed are compatible with the landscape.
It would be interesting to see how general this statement is by analysing more generic
boson star models. We remark, however, that this and the other results in this discussion
should be taken with the appropriate care, as the swampland criteria are only providing
an estimate, whereas here we are taking the corresponding inequalities as strict.
We have also considered ultra-compact solitonic objects, i.e. boson stars with light
rings. In this case the statement is model dependent. All static boson stars analysed can
only be ultra-compact in the swampland. Rotating boson stars, on the other hand, can
become ultra-compact and be part of the landscape. It would be quite interesting to nd
if there are models where such ultra-compact boson stars can be simultaneously part of
the landscape and perturbatively stable, which is not the case for the rotating boson stars
analysed here (with just a mass term in the potential).
The conclusions in the last paragraph, namely that ultracompact spherical boson stars
are in the swampland, depends crucially on taking the swampland conjecture as a strict
inequality. A more relaxed criterion of the sort c  O(" 1) , where " 1 , would strengthen
our main result, i.e. that stable congurations are in the landscape. In this sense our
conclusions are conservative. For such more relaxed criterion, we may even have spherical
ultra-compact solutions in the landscape.
We have also analysed some black hole solutions in equilibrium with a scalar eld
condensate around them | black holes with synchronised scalar hair. Here the region
where the swampland conditions fail is the strong gravity region, which does not intersect
with the region in the domain of existence where such black holes may be astrophysically
viable [107].
Finally, let us remark that a (rather unexpected) feature unveiled by our study is that
the two swampland criteria are not independent. That is, the criterion resulting from the
requirement that the scalar eld does not perform large excursions in eld space suces
to obey both criteria. To some extent, this is a consequence of the specic choice of the
potential in (3.2). However, we have veried that this feature still holds even if higher
order (positive) interaction terms (of type j j2n, n > 3) are included in the model, which
also leads to the same pattern of the solutions. This interplay between the two criteria
may change, however, for more complicated scalar eld models, in particular those allowing
for Q-balls (solitonic compact objects which exist even in the absence of gravity) or for
axion stars (in a model with a gravitating single real scalar eld) [61, 62]. Although
these congurations share some basic features with boson stars, no general results can
be established and a case by case analysis is required to clarify their status w.r.t. the
swampland criteria.
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